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This time we have concrete, a Maunsell Q class, a signal box, canals,
as well as the usual club news.
And more besides.

EDITOR’S JOTTINGS AND NEWS

April and with the AGM behind us marking the end
of the winter meetings programme, Sunday running
for the public begun, we can now look forward to
our summer programme.
In this issue are reports on club matters including
the work done recently on our club hut roof and
relaying the station platform.
Researching canal article
This month I offer an article about canals which is
a subject that has always interested me, maybe
because I grew up not far from the Aylesbury Arm,
(a branch from the Grand Union Canal) and the
activities of the barges delivering coal and other
loads to what was then a little market town. I
enjoyed doing this article and I hope readers will
find it of some interest. I am by no means an
authority on the subject and much of the article’s
content is derived from research amongst several
sources which in turn led to looking at other topics
which may lead to future articles.
The current wave of interest started with a cycle ride
in Buckinghamshire taking in some canal towpaths
and the discovery of the efforts and achievements
of the Wendover Arm Trust to restore this section
of canal, leading to my becoming a member of the
Trust.

The previous issue’s
feature on the Spiral
Tunnels included two
photos which
unfortunately
overlapped to obscure
the front of the double
headed train. So here is
that picture shown in
full.

From committee minutes for:
February 2nd 2016
Events programme for 2016.
3½ “ day for the last two years has been
successful and the Committee decided to
run it again in 2016.
Singles and the Summer Fest will not be
run due to lack of interest or poor
attendance.
Charity Day, last year we did Air Ambulance
for 2 Sundays, this year we will do one
charity day and perhaps use a local charity
like Naomi House or similar.
Playlink will go ahead as usual.
Saturday running was discussed. In spite of
Jerry’s best efforts during 2015 very few
people used this facility. The club is
accessible to all members at any time and
the committee members will be available for
Saturday testing etc.

Chairman’s report for Annual General Meeting 2016
The last year was a busy one. The first thing to
do is to thank those members who supported the
Society actively and enthusiastically through the
various events that we ran as well as keeping our
tradition of running every Sunday afternoon. In
many respects we did a bit of experimenting to
see what would work and what wouldn’t.
We started the year with a couple of Sundays
running for the Hampshire and IOW Air
Ambulance, a charity that few can find a reason
not to support. But I think the consensus was that
one good run was enough. We could run all
summer for them but one good Sunday seemed
to fill the need. Two might have been over doing
it a bit.
In early May we were asked if we could help
support the council’s application for a ‘Green
Flag’ status for Riverside Park. So we opened up
and got the metro out. Once we had confirmed
who the judges were, we put them on a train. It
seemed they smiled for the first time that day!!!
Early in July we went to Portsmouth at their
invitation and had a Friday evening run. This was
in return for their coming to our Frostbite. Good
fun but since then they seem to have disappeared.
Also in July we held the ‘Summer Fest’. This
arose from the Christmas party disaster from a
few years ago. The membership seemed to want
a good party away from the Christmas weather
and other activities when diaries get very full.
The second one attracted as many as the first
and that was precious little interest, except for a
loyal and devoted few so this may fall away due
to apathy.
It was in the middle of the year that we lost Don
Cottle who must be remembered amongst other
things as a stalwart fixer of ground level sleepers
until the very end. He fought his cancer with great
courage.
On the first of August we held our 3½“ Day. This
proved to be popular with many entries and a
good time was had by all. This is still talked about
in the railway grapevine and seems a good one
to continue.
This was followed by a “Singles Day” in the third
week of August with five locos attending, one
from Northampton and one from deepest Kent.
At the 2016 Ally Pally there were four singles on
the Chelmsford stand and when Itold them about
our ‘day’ they positively gushed; they wished they
had known about it. So the jury is out on that one.
Good fun but will the fans attend?
In late September we hosted the Southern
Federation Autumn Rally largely I have to admit

as the result of some arm twisting by yours truly
whose arm was twisted by the Southern
Federation Committee. I can and am happy to
tell you that we made a great splash, people are
still talking about it and Brent Hudson the SF
Chairman always greets me with a ‘that was a
bloody good rally you guys put on’.
So the running year came to a close. But there
was work to be done.
The ‘roof’ is on. This was a planned requirement
from 2002. It is now satisfied and this is due to
the efforts of several members who at our age
should not be hauling sheets of metal onto the
tops of containers in the pouring rain. And so we
decided we should spend a bit of our money to
get some parts done properly and paid one of our
members in the business to do much of the job.
But the roof is on, finally after 14 years.
It is clear that the ground level track had been
suffering in several areas. We had a major work
party on the section under the trees to replace
the steel ties and the wooden sleepers. As we
have a grand supply of teak we have decided to
get rid of the softwood sleepers and use only our
supply of teak. The teak will survive longer than
we will.
Peter Cleare has taken over the newsletter role
with great verve, thank you Peter. It would not be
a great sacrifice to pen a few words (by mobile
phone) about your ‘model engineering
adventure’, just a picture or two and a few words.
Peter can turn it into English as he does my
nonsense. We have also had a website for a year
or more now. Many members wanted a forum.
When invited members to join three joined up.
We have also a Facebook page that seems more
popular although this is a ‘closed group’. (This
means participants have to be approved by Dave
Clothier or myself). The Facebook page has
attracted a bit more interest as it is visible. But if
we want to attract younger members, we have to
think younger and get up to speed.
So that has been our year. Lovely when the sun
is out and a bit gruesome when it is not. I will
leave the statistics on how many people we
hauled, the money we took to our Treasurer but
I think we are in good shape for the next year.
Thanks for your support and encouragement.
This next one will be my third year as your
Chairman and I hope we are thinking about who
will fill this role in 2017!
David Goyder

The Annual General Meeting was held on
Tuesday March

8th

2016

Minutes of the meeting are published
separately
The elected committee are
Chairman -

David Goyder

Vice Chairman - Martyn Turek
Secretary -

John Barrett

Treasurer -

Mike Sanderman

Membership Secretary- Dave Finn
Chief Groundsman- Dave Wisdom
Boiler Test Manager - Ron Blizard
Stationmaster -

Bill Richards

Catering Manager-

Ron Harding

Assistant Secretary- Janie Goyder (when
required)

Concrete Day (or laying the platform slab)
By David Goyder
Normally I do not get a foot in the small of the
back at 7 am with the comment that it is my turn
to make the tea, that happens later but on
Tuesday it happened for the first time in a few
years. No time for tea we had to be on duty at
7:30 according Oberführer Clothier or Grumpy
Dave as he has become known although we know
not why!

The job was done by 9 o’clock just as Janie
arrived with the scran for our bacon butties. A
good day’s work. We put boards around the wet
part to keep the dogs out but yes you guessed it,
we have four lovely big paw prints in the slab

No time for tea, wheel barrow into trailer, trailer
on car and off to Riverside through the traffic and
lots of it. Arrived at 7:30 and there waiting was a
big yellow ‘gloppiter gloppiter’ machine. I was
preceded by Mike W, Mike S, John, Freightliner
Dave, Grumpy Dave and Martyn. We were soon
joined by Tony, and Stewart.
With some six wheel barrows we got the concrete
into the area on the platform and the smoother
outerers (whatever they are called) had the
concrete looking good. We had to scoop a bit out
as we had a little too much and that now forms a
neat edge alongside the containers.

In the picture above you can also see the smart
new roof on our clubhouse. The roof is now
finished and the Committee thank all those who
helped.

On a more serious note
At the Southern Federation AGM, Tony
Woods reported on the insurance situation
and provided this advice.
“I always say this but it is worth repeating if you have an incident which might, and
remember perhaps only might, result in a
public liability claim please make sure that
it is logged and that statements are taken
straight away whilst people can remember
accurately what happened, old Chinese
proverb weakest link better than strongest
memory, then get in touch with us and report
it.
Also don’t forget RIDDOR (Reporting of
Injuries
Diseases
and
Dangerous
Occurrences Regulations 1995)
If an incident happens and correspondence
is received please do not try to handle the
claim yourself. We must be told of the
incident or of the claim as soon as it
practically possible and please send to us,
without acknowledgement, any letters
received. If someone telephones tell them
it is with your insurers and give them our
telephone number, (see below, Ed) let us
handle it. Insurers do not want you writing
or talking to any person involved, such
involvement by you could prejudice
settlement.
As part of the public liability claim
investigation process the insurers are quite
likely to ask for a copy of your up to date risk
assessment so please make sure that your
risk assessment is updated at least every
year or more frequently if any changes to
your buildings, track or site etc have been
made. Insurers may also need a copy of
any RIDDOR report made. Please make

sure that your repair and regular
maintenance records (track, club locos, club
rolling stock etc) are completed and up to
date. Don’t forget it is not sufficient to just
do the maintenance - you need to evidence
that it was done, what exactly was done and
when it was done. As with Risk
Assessments and RIDDOR reports your
maintenance records could be required in
the event of a public liability claim.
The boiler test code (paragraph 6.10)
requires that your boiler test gauge has
been checked and calibrated within the last
two years. A club I was speaking to at
Alexandra Palace earlier this year had a
good idea – they said that they had included
this on their risk assessment to act as a
reminder to make sure that their test gauges
were checked on time. Some clubs have
just one hydraulic test pump, others have
one for each boiler inspector – make sure
that all the pumps and test gauges are up
to date with their checks and calibration.”

I am happy to tell you that we do keep risk
assessments up to date and recorded, this
is an important part of the work your
committee members do to protect the club.
We live in a peculiar world these days where
it simply becomes more and more difficult
to get on with life and avoid being sued. We
are fortunate that the officers past, present
and hopefully future will keep us on the
straight and narrow!
David
Telephone number:Southern Federation safety officer– Mr. Robert
Walker– 01372 740384

Evening Meeting January 12th
2016
Canadian Pacific Railway
A good number of members
attended to enjoy David Goyder’s
presentation of
a power point
programme telling the story of the
Canadian Pacific Railroad. He began
with his early days in Canada it the little
town of Hudson, Quebec leading to his
interest in all things Canadian railway,
particularly CPR and professional
involvement giving a wide insight into
the railroad industry.
He told us about Canada’s

Evening Meeting February 9th
Filming Swiss Railways
Chris Harnett gave a rerun of his
December meeting talk which had been
poorly attended as a result of some
misunderstanding.
The
February
programme had been changed to
accommodate this and about 20
members were present this time. With
a
background
of
professional
involvement in TV productions Chris and
Sue have their own company and have
filmed extensively for a TV series in
Switzerland. The talk started with a
description of the equipment and the
techniques
required
to
achieve
consistently satisfactory results. A lot of
the filming is by Sue and this can mean
from the open side of a helicopter to
obtain spectacular scenic shots.
Chris and Sue always enjoy
generous cooperation from the Swiss
railway authorities with easy access to
stations, trains cabs and even extra
trains. Linesides are unfenced giving

early history and the background
leading to the creation of the CPR. A
wide ranging collection was
shown of photos diagrams and maps
resulting from a great amount of detailed
research on the CPR and
related matters. The story led from the
first explorations in the 1800s of many
alternatives to find a route through what
was generally
believed to be
impassable mountain terrain, leading up
to the present day.
There was plenty of footage of
steam and diesel action including
favourite (well,non Midland!)
CPR Hudson 2816.

easy access for filming, an example of
the Swiss relaxed attitude towards
personal responsibility and safety.
Locomotive
development
in
Switzerland was described beginning
with early large DC motors leading up
to present day traction with small
lightweight bogie mounted motors
The talk was well illustrated and
included a rack railway ascending
steeply to a dizzying height, a journey
along the Gotthard route with a visit to
the hydro generating plant which powers
the line, spiral tunnels on various lines,
some preserved steam locos in action
on specials and much more than can be
mentioned in detail here.

The talk was thoroughly enjoyed by all
those present.
(See two pictures on the photo page of
this newsletter)

OUT AND ABOUT

THE BLUEBELL RAILWAY.
Most readers will already be familiar with the
Bluebell Railway in East Sussex and I will not
describe the line in detail except to remind
ourselves that it originated as part of the London
Brighton and South Coast Railway route
between Lewes and East Grinstead, which in turn
formed part of one of the LBSC routes from the
South coast to London. The line opened in 1882,
was closed by British Railways in 1958 and
reopened in 1960 as a tourist attraction from
Sheffield Park to Bluebell Halt (100 yards short
of Horsted Keynes), reaching Horsted Keynes in
1962. The title was inherited from its LBSC days.
The line was extended northwards from Horsted
Keynes to Kingscote where the station opened as
the northern terminus, opened in 1994. This
section passes through Sharpthorne Tunnel, 731
yards long and the longest on any preserved line
in the UK.
Beyond Kingscote the line was reopened to East
Grinstead in 2013. This section of line includes
Imberhorne Viaduct and immediately south of
this is the thirty feet deep Imberhorne Cutting.
The cutting was a landfill site. Spoil was removed
by rail, track having been laid from a connection
to Network Rail at East Grinsted. Restoration of
the eleven mile route from Sheffield Park to East
Grinsted and connection to the national system
had finally been achieved.

A recent visit found newly restored Maunsell Q
class 0-6-0 number 30541 at work on the return
service along the line.

This loco was once familiar around Southampton
and I photographed in near Millbrook in about
1960. Of interest is the steam operated reverser
(see photo).

ROMSEY SIGNAL BOX
Although this project is probably well known to
many of of our members and readers it is worth
reiterating some of its history and recent
developments.
The box which formerly controlled the junction
of the lines to Redbridge and Eastleigh was
situated on the embankment on the North or UP
side of the lines adjacent to the junction. Dating
from around 1871, the box was closed on October
17th 1982 its functions then being taken over by
the new panel at Eastleigh as part of the area
resignalling scheme.

Romsey and District Buildings Preservation
Trust purchased the historic signal box from
British Railways for £10 and funded removal
from site for £1000. It was first removed to a
temporary location on June 26th 1983 and to its
present location close to the embankment in
April 1987.
The Romsey Signal Box Project took on the
task of fitting out the box to represent it as it
would have looked before closure.
Continued >>

As well as the box itself a section of track and
suitable signals have been installed providing an
authentic surrounding and functions. On the first
floor the box contains the original levers which are
coloured according to their respective functions ,i.e.
home or distant signals, points etc, together with
an array of the various instruments which are all
explained by the signalman on duty.

the signalman and on my recent visit I was able to
have a go.

Following a period of closure in order to carry
out developments at the site the Signal Box was
reopened to visitors in 2015.
There are now two new buildings with exhibits
of signalling equipment., a small cafe, and a
miniature lever frame based on the box at Cowley
Bridge Junction near Exeter. ( See picture on
page 1) This is operable to demonstrate scheduled
train movements through this busy junction.

A simulator situated in the base of the box and
connected to the instruments on the first floor
simulates the actions of the neighbouring boxes.
Thus the visitor is able to see the actions of all
the instruments and levers being demonstrated by

The Andover Canal
Close to the Romsey Signal Box a remnant of the
canal can be seen passing under a bridge beneath
the railway embankment where the box originally
stood. The canal was taken over and converted to
railway by the company building the line from
Southampton to Andover using the canal route in
the Test and Anton valleys. Known as the “Sprat
and Winkle Line” northward from its junction at
Kimbridge, this line was closed in 1964.

Model of Cowley Bridge Junction signal box.

CANALS IN THE CHILTERNS
A brief look at the canal system in general,
the Grand Union Canal and the story of
the Wendover Canal
Early days
Communications in Britain in the early 1800s took
the form of waterborne vessels, coastal or by
navigable rivers, or inland by turnpike roads.
Primitive waggonways predated railways which
appeared in the mid 1800s and onward. With the
industrial revolution and the concurrent
improvements in agriculture which had begun in
the second half of the 1700s came the the need for
improved means of transporting greater loads than
previously possible, particularly of coal and
fertilisers together with finished goods such as
textiles and machinery. Horse drawn vehicles could
only carry relatively light loads. Although Telford
and Mcadam were pioneering improvements in
road construction and surfacing the overall
limitations remained. Rivers were used to carry
greater loads but were limited by navigability and
variable water levels and of course only followed
their natural routes in valleys.

Other methods included inclined planes in which a
boat would be contained in a large tank full of water
and supported on wheels to be drawn up or lowered
down an inclined rail track or alternatively the boat
may be drawn out of the water into a cradle which
may be drawn up or lowered down the hill. These
were not widely employed, however at Foxton, in
Leicester shire near Market Harborough on the
Grand Union Canal are the remains of a steam
worked inclined plane built in 1900. These remains
are adjacent to the extant Foxton staircase of ten
locks through which the Leicester line of the Canal
rises to its summit level. Foxton inclined plane was
abandoned after only ten years of operation due as
it was uneconomic to maintain steam for
intermittent use.

More photos on P.14
Canals
With the arrival of the first canals in this country
their advantages were soon apparent and this let
to a wide network being created from the 1760s
onwards, connecting navigable rivers and linking
many towns and cities as well as opening up
isolated rural areas.
Widths and depths vary and the two classifications
widely adopted are broad and narrow according to
the original amount and type of traffic envisaged

Canal boats cold carry loads far greater than before,
for examples moving coal from mines to cities or
fertilisers to country areas previously not suited to
agriculture.
With these advantages a fundamental difficulty
remaining was that very little of the terrain is flat.
The builders were faced with finding level routes
following the contours and where possible avoiding
costly earthworks such as cuttings, embankments
or tunnels, or the construction of aqueducts. Where
a level route was impracticable or too circuitous a
means to overcome changes of level was required
Of these the most widespread and familiar method
was the provision of locks.

Anderton boat lift (below) is a vertically
lifting installation in Cheshire connecting the
Trent and Mersey Canal with the River Weaver

The

TheFalkirk Wheel.
The only other vertical lift in the UK is this
modern installation opened in 2002
Photo; Wikipedia/ Sean McClean

Along the summit level is the
Bulborne Works where lock gates were
manufactured until 2003
(previous photo)
Nearby is the Wendover Arm junction
with the Arm passing under the towpath
bridge .in the photo below.

(Photo: author)

Canal operation
Every time a lock is operated water flows
from the higher level to the lower. This
water must be replaced in order to maintain
the depth in the higher reach. A busy stretch
of canal with frequent lock operations
requires large amounts of water continuously
fed to the upper level. Nearby reservoirs are
commonly arranged to provide the supply
and the reservoirs themselves have to be
kept high enough to meet the demand. This
water may come from sources such as
rainwater, nearby springs or pumping up
from lower level sources such as rivers or
boreholes.
****
Through the Chilterns
The Grand Union Canal connecting the
Thames at Brentford to the Midlands
passes through the Chiltern Hills having
risen through a series of 54 locks to
its summit near Tring 390feet (120
metres) above sea level. The summit
level extends for three miles to reach
the top of the descending Marsworth
flight of seven locks.
The adjacent group of reservoirs at
Marsworth provides water to the summit
level.

Visiting the Marsworth area on a recent
summer day the scene was of pleasant
expanses of tranquil water, a nature
reserve, and the Grand Union Canal
with its locks and towpaths popular for
walking, busy with narrow boat cruisers

(Photo: author)
The Wendover Arm
To provide a constant water supply at
the summit a canal known as The
Wendover Arm was built. A stream
which had flowed from Wendover to the
Thames via Thame was diverted along the
contour line at the foot of the Chilterns to
reach the main Canal at Bulborne near
Tring. It was realised that what was
originally intended just to be a feeder
stream could economically be developed
into a navigable canal. As it remained on
the contour for all of its six and a half
mile length no locks were needed. The
canal opened in 1797 as a branch of the
main canal. Wendover then had direct
access to London and the Midlands, with
loads including coal and timber, straw for
London’s horses and return loads of
manure. A reservoir was built near
Weston Turville, near to Wendover,
opening a year later to provide water to
mills in the area which had been deprived
of their

water supply by the diversion of the original stream,
this was also utilised as storage for the Wendover
Arm. Water is collected mainly from springs
around.Wendover seen in this photo gushing into the
canal’s extremity.

As traffic increased on the main canal so did
its water requirement .Near to the junction at Bulborne
more reservoirs were provided, these were the
Wilstone, Marsworth and Tringford built between
1802 and 1836. At Tringford a pumping station was
provided
raising water to the summit level from the lower level
reservoirs.
The Wendover Arm operated successfully for
about a hundred years in its dual role of feeder of water
to the Grand Union Canal of which it was a branch,
and as a navigable route for traffic to and from
Wendover. However it had become apparent that
leakages from a section of about two miles of the canal
bed were leading to unacceptable amounts of water
being lost. Attempts had been made without success
to repair these leaks which had resulted from poor
quality construction. This and a decline in traffic due
to rail and road competition led to closure beyond
Tringford in 1904. The leaking section was stopped
off at each end and that length became dry. Water
supply to the main canal continued through an
eighteen inch pipeline buried below the dry bed and
connecting into Wilstone Reservoir. Thus it has
remained until present times with approximate lengths
of four miles of isolated canal in water from
Wendover to near the village of Drayton Beauchamp,
two miles of dry bed with water flowing in the buried
pipeline, and the last mile of the Arm remaining in
water as a branch of the main canal.
In the postwar years the canal system
throughout the country was generally in a state of
decline with many having fallen into total disuse.
Commercial traffic had fallen away to an extent that
they seemed to have little future. At the same time
however interest was increasing in canal cruising as

a leisure activity and this became their salvation. In
1989, following earlier proposals, the prospect of
restoring the Wendover Canal in its entirety as a
navigable waterway took shape with formation of the
Wendover Arm Trust. This organisation had evolved
from earlier attempts to get started and eventually was
able to do so with the support of the Canal and Rivers
Trust ( CRT, the successors to the British Waterways
Board), the local authorities and other interested
parties .CRT, the owners of the canal, were also
concerned as the condition of the pipeline buried
beneath the dry section was deteriorating and would
ultimately be in need of replacement to maintain the
water supply to the main canal. Restoration of the Arm
would obviate this as the pipeline itself would become
redundant.
Volunteer working parties set about the huge
undertaking of clearing the canal bed of all vegetation,
reconstructing towpaths and much more. The humped
bridge over the canal on the Tring to Wilstone road
had been reduced to an embankment and formed the
limit of the truncated arm from the main canal at
Bulborne. This bridge, now known as Little Tring
Bridge was reinstated as one of the first visible signs
that restoration was under way and the arm was
extended beyond the bridge to reach a temporary
termination at a basin or winding hole where narrow
boats can turn.

(The new Little Tring Bridge
completed in 2001 Photo: author)
The section from Little Tring Bridge to the
winding hole was opened for navigation in
2005.The stop at the winding hole is at
theend of the dry section.
Beyond here lay the massive task of
repairing the bed or the whole of the dry
section before rewatering to restore the
continuous waterway to Wendover.

Restoring the Wendover Arm
Before restoration began water reached about four
miles from Wendover to a bund situated near to the
bridge beneath the original A41 Tring Hill. Beyond
that is Buckland Wharf at the start of the dry section.
The Aston Clinton bypass crosses this dry section.
When the bypass was in the planning stage the
proponents of restoring the
Wendover Arm were able to negotiate the provision
of a bridge designed to enable passage of canal craft
beneath the new road and this was incorporated into
the works. The Highways Agency also included
removal of the bund at Buckland Wharf to extend the
canal by 700 metres passing under the bridge at
Drayton Beauchamp to a new bund beyond Drayton
Beauchamp, so that water from the Wendover end
then reached that point.
A winding hole is also included in that section, all at
no cost to WAT.
Restoration by the Trust has been carried out as far as
a new temporary bund at a distance of a further 450
metres from the start of the dry bed at the point
mentioned above, watering having taken place in
2015. Restoration of the remaining length is progressing.
This section includes the connection to the nearby
Wilstone reservoir.
Restoration work is being done by the
WENDOVER ARM TRUST and other
organisations including those mentioned below.
Rebuilding of level control works at
Whitehouses (see note1) has been carried out
by CANAL AND RIVERS TRUST who are
the owners as previously mentioned.
Much work in this and other areas of the
canal has been done by volunteers from
KENT AND EAST SUSSEX SUSSEX CANAL
RESTORATION GROUP. Their members
participate in many canal restoration projects
Following the removal of vegetation and site
clearance the canal bed is rough profiled to
establish the bottom and sloping sides. The sloping
sides are built up with concrete blocks.
After pipe capping (2) a membrane (3) is laid to
cover the bottom and sides.
Rolls of coir are laid at the tops of the sloping
sides to provide a base for vegetation to grow
along the edges of the water, which is essential for
protection of the banks against erosion due to
turbulence and to provide wildlife habitat. A lining
of spoil 12 inches

thick is added to provide the finished bed ready
for watering.
Renovation of the original towpath is being
carried out to provide a new footpath throughout
together with landscaping to provide an attractive
amenity for boat users and visitors.

Level control installation at Whitehouses
(Copied from WAT Newsletter)

Notes
(1) Whitehouses is the site of a wharf and
pumping station and canal side houses once
occupied by canal keepers who controlled the
sluice which diverted water to the Wilstone
reservoir. The houses were demolished after
WW2, after having been run during the war as a
refuge for escapees from the Nazis and
Londoners escaping the blitz. Whitehouses is
situated in the final length of the canal now being
restored.

(2) Pipe capping: concrete reinforcement is
laid level with the bottom to prevent damage
during subsequent restoration work to the
fragile buried pipeline (which is continuously
supplying water to themain canal), and to
prevent collapse of the pipe underthe weight of
the future bed and water.
(3) The membrane is composed of rolls of a
material known as Bentomat.

Left from top down:
Relining dry canal bed near Drayton
Beuachamp April 2009
(photo: Wikipedia/ Chris Reynolds)
Pipe capping (copied from WAT newsletter)
Wendover Arm near Bulborne
(Photo: Wikipedia/ Pandaplopper)
Grand Union Canal near Marsworth (Ed)

Tring Cutting photo
P. Cleare

The Tring Cuttings
The Grand Union Canal and the former London
and Birmingham railway (now the West Coast
Main Line) run close to one another for many miles
leaving the London area to rise gradually to their
respective summits near Tring on the boundary of
of Hertfordshire and Buckinghamshire. Descending
they continue closely for a further distance towards
the Midlands.
Boats arriving at the 390 feet summit level enjoy a
three mile lock free section between Cow Roast
lock and Marsworth top lock, passing through a
spectacularly deep cutting between Tring and
Bulborne. Parallel with this cutting about half a
mile to the North is the railway Tring Cutting on
the London and Birmingham railway. Today the
electrics in and out of Euston hum effortlessly
along here. Both of these immense cuttings would
have been excavated mostly by hand as steam
powered equipment was not widely available at the
time of construction.
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Clockwise from top left: Swiss scenery and a Krokodil
locomotive (from Wikipedia), Martyn with Segovia at speed,
two pictures of Foxton Inclined Plane, Chris Harnett with his
new 7 1/4 0-4-2 with a lovely train of girls.(From D.Goyder)

